Like to create, design, or just ponder ideas?

Looking for a career in writing, editing, journalism, art, graphic arts, or Jewish Studies and the humanities?

Why not start here on campus through the exciting extracurricular opportunity to publish the next volume of The QC Journal of Jewish Studies!

DID YOU KNOW...? Since 1998, “The only Jewish Studies journal in the nation totally student produced” was born in Jefferson Hall. Come and browse the volumes published each year since then, in our Simon and Roslyn Gold Jewish Studies Library, Jefferson Hall 306. Get together with your peers in a year-long project culminating in May 2016 with Volume XVIII. In the process you will learn about publishing, editing, and design, not to mention connecting with authors, and reviewing current as well as historical, religious, and cultural issues in the field of Jewish Studies.

INTERESTED? Let us know by sending a “letter of interest,” including relevant experience and the name and contact information for a reference, preferably from a former teacher or professor.

The letter (e-mail is fine) should be sent to:

Diane Spielmann, PhD, Associate Director
Center for Jewish Studies, Jefferson Hall 310
or email diane.spielmann@qc.cuny.edu.

“Who is Wise? One who learns from everyone.”
The journal’s motto, drawn from Pirkei Avot (4:1), is an invitation to join us.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 718-997-4531 OR 4530.